MORE WHAT FOUR ?

STEVE KAHAN
Hollis Hills, New York

Like Schubert’s symphony number 8 in B minor, the listings in the following quiz are unfinished. More precisely, each of the twenty-five questions consists of a pair of word fragments from which the same final quartet of letters is missing. For instance, if LUL / WAL appeared below, then appending the letters LABY to the end of each would reveal the words LULLABY and WALLABY. Appropriately, score four points for any duo which is identified correctly.

1. A B S I _____ / N E P E _____
2. A C E R _____ / P R O _____
3. A L C _____ / B L A S P _____
4. A L L I _____ / F I _____
5. B E H A _____ / S A _____
6. B E H E _____ / M A M _____
7. B I _____ / M A E _____
8. C A N _____ / P I G _____
9. C A R _____ / Z O _____
10. C A V A _____ / H O _____
11. C H A M P _____ / L A S _____
12. C O C _____ / M I G R _____
13. C O N V _____ / I M P _____
14. C U S P _____ / H U M _____
15. E C L _____ / T R A _____
16. F A _____ / O C A _____
17. G L A D _____ / R A V _____
18. H O W I _____ / S E L _____
19. I M P R _____ / L I A _____
20. K A _____ / N I T _____
21. L O Z _____ / R E V _____
22. M I L L E _____ / Z I _____
23. M U S _____ / P A C _____
24. P O P _____ / S U R V _____
25. R I T _____ / V I C T _____